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As a professional charter fisherman and licensed captain in the state of Florida, I have 
provided fishing trips for people from all over the United States.  After my crew has 
cleaned, bagged and iced the day’s catch, 9 out of 10 customers on my boat will remark 
“there is nothing like having fresh fish”.  I suppose many in the fishing industry may 
become jaded with certain daily routines in fishing, but I never tire of knowing the 
satisfaction that comes from eating fresh caught seafood.  Eating fresh is always 
preferable to canned and processed foods.  Many of us that do not have the opportunity 
to catch our own fish, or fish with a professional charter captain, rely on retailers and 
restaurants to provide the fresh product we demand.  How do we know if the fish we 
buy from our local market, or eat in a restaurant, is fresh, safe and authentic?  Let’s go 
to the classroom for some Fisheries 101. 
 
The next time you buy a fresh fish or eat one in a restaurant, thank a commercial 
fisherman.  Commercial fishermen from the Pacific to the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico 
provide fresh seafood for all of us to enjoy.  In the last 20 years there have been many 
changes and improvements in commercial fishing.  I am particularly impressed with 
those improvements in our Gulf of Mexico commercial fishery.  Beginning in 2006, 
commercial fishermen that harvest Red Snapper, Grouper and other commercially 
valuable species in the Gulf of Mexico now fish under a new management framework 
that is helping to ensure sustainable populations of these important fish.  Each 
commercial fisherman in the Gulf of Mexico fishes under an Individual Fishing Quota 
(IFQ) that accounts for every fish that is caught or released and provides real-time 
harvest data for fishery managers.  Under this new plan, Gulf commercial fishermen are 
not overfishing and provide badly needed catch data that ensures a year-round, 
predictable supply of fresh seafood.   
 
In addition, industry-driven initiatives such as Gulf Wild and Gulf Fresh have given 
consumers added confidence in the quality and freshness of the fish they eat.  The Gulf 
Wild program tracks the fish from fisherman to your table while Gulf Fresh is a safe 
seafood program that provides testing and safety protocols for Red Snapper and Gulf 
Grouper.  Both programs allow consumers to identify fresh, genuine and safety tested 
seafood from the Gulf of Mexico.  If your favorite seafood restaurant or retailer does not 
display the Gulf Wild or Gulf Fresh symbol, ask them why not.  Information on Gulf Wild 
and Gulf Fresh can be found at www.shareholdersalliance.org.  
 
Yes, you can have it both ways.  We can eat fresh seafood with the knowledge it is 
provided sustainably and safe.  So go ahead, eat some fresh Gulf of Mexico seafood. 
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